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BC25SE
960 lumens
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DDR26
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RRT01
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Highend Flashlight
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B30
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600 lumens
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RRT26
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RRT0
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3M
560 lumens

EYE40
3000 lumens

EYE30
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JC10
260 lumens
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Standard accessories: 

Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard,  tail rubber root, 
     clip, tactical ring

18650 battery, GM03, long teeth bezel,  
     pouch, MG20(silicon grease),I2 、I4 Charger

BC25SE

Cree XM-L2 LED
3*18650

3300
LUMENS

60h
450m

48000cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
3300

LUMENS

Cree XM-L2 LED
1*18650/2*CR123(RCR123)

960
LUMENS

7h
300m

22000cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
960

LUMENS

DDR30
JETBeam DD series (digital display) are the world's first digital 
display LED flashlights with high lumens. With the digital display 
function, the users can get the output level and remaining power 
clearly at any time to change battery in-time. The side switch 
also makes it really easy operation. Along with three output 
levels (high-mid-low) and strobe, the DD lights are popular as 
the most reliable partner for outdoor illumination.

1.Max output of 3300 lumens and runtime of 60 hours with 
    3 latest Cree XM-L2 LED
2.Battery: 3x18650 (rechargeable)
3. Innovative charging design ( direct charge or use car charger)
4.Waterproof to IPX-8

■ 
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Standard accessories: O-rings,lanyard, car charger
Optional accessories: 18650 battery, 
MG20 (silicon grease), adapter (output 15VDC 1.5A, input 
compatible with different plugs), 
I2 、I4 Charger, pouch

1.Use the latest XM-L2 (XM-L2 T6)LED with lifespan of 50,000 hours
2.Rotating bezel for easy switch between two modes which can be used 
    in different environment 
3.The efficient digital current-constant circuit achieves long 
     runtime up to 7 hours  
4.The latest “Crystal Coating Technology” along with “Precision Digital 
    Technology” provides extreme reflector performance of 300m beam 
    distance
5.Low power indicator function reminds user to change battery in time

BC25 XM L2 upgraded version

New circuit design achieves higher light efficiency, 

higher output and further throw

- New

SSR80
Max 3000 Lumens rechargeable flashlight with an extra super 
bright LED in red/green/blue,and functions specially as a 7800mAh 
portable power bank!

Output: 3000 lumens
Light source: 3*XM-L2 + 1*MC-E
Intensity: 74500cd
Beam Distance: 650m
Battery: battery package of 7.4V and 7800mAh
Switch: dual side switches
Working voltage range: 6-8.4V

3000
LUMENS

3*XM-L2 + 1*MC-E
battery package of 7.4V and 7800mAh

Launching in July Finally!New

Professional outdoor
Professional for Mobile Lighting!



SSR50
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Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, charging adapter
MG20(silicon grease)

■ 
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Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, charging adapter
attacking cone, MG20 (silicon grease),

     I2 、I4 Charger

SRA40

■ 

□ 

Standard accessories: 

Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, 
     USB charging cable

18650 battery, attacking cone,
     GM03, MG20 (silicon grease),I2 、I4 Charger

DDR26

Cree XM-L2 LED
1*18650/2*CR123(RCR123)

1000
LUMENS

70h
280m

12500cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
1000

LUMENS

The Hunter
--Rechargeable side-controlled digital display 
flashlight of 1000 lumens!

1.Max output of 1000 lumens and runtime of 70 hours with 
    1 latest Cree XM-L2 LED
2.Batteries: 1x18650 (rechargeable) / 2xCR123A (non-rechargeable) 
3.USB charging design
4.Waterproof to IPX-8

The First Rechargeable Flashlight of 4*AA!

1. Lightweight design with aircraft grade aluminum alloy
2. Max output of 960 lumens and runtime of 45 hours with 
     the latest Cree XM-L2 LED powered by 4xAA
3. Creative intelligent charging function (flashlight can be charged with 
     full voltage charger when powered by 1.2V rechargeable battery)
4. Innovative dual switches design for rapid access to 3 different outputs, 
    strobe and SOS
5. Power indicator function shows power status clearly
6. Waterproof to IPX-8 (2 meters under water)

Cree XM-L2 LED
4*AA

960
LUMENS

45h
390m

38000cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
960

LUMENS

A 1000 lumens rechargeable flashlight and 7500mAh portable 
power bank!

1, Adopt the 7500mAh vehicle-mounted lithium rechargeable battery 
    of manganate power
2, Home charging function
3, Portable power bank function

110h
450m

40650cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
1000

LUMENS

1000
LUMENS

Cree U3 LED
7500mAh vehicle-mounted lithium 

rechargeable battery 

Professional outdoor
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Standard accessories: 

Optional accessories: 

lanyard, O-rings, tactical ring, 
     tail cap, quality holster

18650 battery, RCR123 battery, 
     attacking cone, GM03, RM06, TTS01, I2 、I4 Charger

RRT26
Latest magnetic invariable brightness adjustmen and 

multi-purposed tactical application.

Cree XM-L2 LED
1*18650/2*CR123(RCR123)

980
LUMENS

120h
300m

22000cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
980

LUMENS

1. Rapid brightness/function selection by rotating 
     a Rapid Control Ring
2. Premium Cree XM-L2 T6 LED with max output up to 980 lumens
3. Born with red/green/blue lights for tactical and signaling
4. Infinite brightness adjustment from 0 to 980 lumens and seven 
     special functions available
5. Battery: 1x18650 or 2xCR123A/RCR123A

RRT0

Cree XM-L2 LED
1*AA/1*CR123(RCR123)

650
LUMENS

100h
180m

5800cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
650

LUMENS

JETBeam RRT series Rapid Response Tactical) adopt unique 
magnetic ring design. By rotating the magnetic 
ring, you can get all functions rapidly including different 
output levels, strobe and etc. JETBeam RRT series 
are competent for high-end illumination needs of military, law 
enforcement, military defense and etc.

(

■ 

□ 

Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, tailcap, clip, AA extender
pouch, GM03, MG20(silicon grease), 

     I2 、I4 Charger

1. Max output of 650 lumens and runtime of 100 hours with the latest 
     Cree XM-L2 LED powered by 1x(R)CR123 battery. With an AA 
     you can use one AA battery for cost down
2. Battery: 1x(R)CR123/1xCR123A/1xAA
3. Use the latest magnetic technology for easy access to different
    levels and strobe by rotating the smart ring. The stainless 
     ring is very durable and reliable
4. Specially designed for military, law enforcement and self-defense
5. Waterproof to IPX-8

extender, 

output 
steel smart

3M

■ 
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Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, tailcap, clip
pouch, 18650 battery, GM02, GM03, TTS01,

     RM06, MG20(silicon grease), I2 、I4 Charger
200h

170m
6580cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
560

LUMENS

560
LUMENS

Cree XM-L2 LED
1*18650/2*CR123(RCR123)

1.Max output of 560 lumens and runtime of up to 200 hours with 
    the latest Cree XM-L2 LED
2.Battery: 2xCR123(RCR123)/1x18650 rechargeable lithium battery
3.Intuitive user interface allows rapid switching between two modes, 
    user-defined mode allows customized brightness levels and 
    multitude of functions
4.Stainless steel crenulated bezel effectively protects against impacts

JETBeam M series (Military lighting) are of exquisite workmanship. 
They are specially designed for military illumination with classic 
style of strong and durable configuration. The pressure-resistant, 
shockproof, waterproof and multiple modes design achieve 
perfect military style.

New

Tactical



General use

■ 

□ 

Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings,lanyard, clip
18650 battery, attacking cone, 

     MG20 (silicon grease), I2 、I4 Charger

SSC20

Cree G2 LED
1*18650/2*CR123

580
LUMENS

50h
300m

6000cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
580

LUMENS

JTEBeam SS series (dual side-switch) adopt a very convenient and 
easy dimming system with a round side switch and a triangle side 
switch. The triangle side switch achieves very easy recognition 
even in dark due to the special shape. SS series use Cree G2 LED 
with multiple functions including three levels of brightness, 
strobe, low power warning and etc. Along with the unique rotatable 
clip and IPX-8 waterproof, JETBeam SS series can be your best choice 
for outdoor sports.

1. Max output of 580 lumens and runtime of 50 hours with  G2 LED
2.Battery: 1x18650/2xCR123A
3.The most convenient dual side switches design(     for on/off, 
         for different mode) with three output levels, strobe and intelligent 
    memory function
4.Low power warning function
5.Waterproof to IPX-8

Cree

■ 
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Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-rings, lanyard, clip, tail cap
GM03, MG20(silicon grease), I2 、I4 Charger

PA10

Cree T6 LED
1*14500/1*AA

650
LUMENS

90h
134m

4500cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
650

LUMENS

1.Max output of up to 650 lumens and runtime of 90 hours with 
   Cree T6 LED powered by 1xAA
2.Battery: 1x14500 lithium rechargeable battery/1AA
3. Intuitive user interface allows rapid switching between two modes; 
    user-defined mode allows customized brightness levels and multitude 
    of functions
4. Reverse polarity protection function
5. Waterproof to IPX-8

JETBeam P series (High-Performance) adopt high brightness, 
high-performance and tactical tail switch design. The light can be 
on/off and access to different mode easily with tail switch. Along 
with outstanding anti-roll, anti-skid and waterproof design, 
JETBeam P series are excellent companions for outdoor tour, 
exploration, hiking, climbing, cycling, camping and etc.

RRT01

■ 

□ 

Standard accessories: 
Optional accessories: 

O-ring, lanyard, clip
MG20(silicon grease)

An Extra compact but powerful outdoor lamp with rapid infinite 
brightness adjustment!

100h
150m

4550cd

1.5m 2m

IPX-8
600

LUMENS

600
LUMENS

Cree XM-L2 LED

1 Rapid power-on and brightness adjustment by rotating 
     the RRT magnetic ring
2. Stainless steel bezel protect the key parts against external impact
3. Durable stainless steel lanyard hole at tail
4. Custom-designed curved reflector for Cree LED improves reflective 
     efficiency and focusing capability

. 

General use



JA10 JC10

JA10 / JC10 are mini angle lamps of 1*AA / 1*CR123 with magnetic design at tail, along with the switch & brightness adjusting button on the top, lighting by 
the side, and self-defined brightness, they are portable and user-friendly gadgets for outdoor sports, travel, machinery repairing, etc.

Cree XP-G R5 LED
1*AA

180
LUMENS

EYE40 and EYE30 are the high-end super bright searching lights, they are perfectly combined of 3 or 4 Cree XML-U2 LED in one beam shot with compact 
body, and coming with the advanced magnetic ring for quick brightness adjustment, intelligent digital power display, easily accessible AC-charged and 
car-charged design, plus the removing grip handle, which all make them a best choice for outdoor searching, automobile spare lights, collection and gifts.

EYE40

50h
420m

38000cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
3000

LUMENS 55h
380m

35000cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
2000

LUMENS

4*Cree XML-U2 LED
4*18650

3000
LUMENS

EYE30
3*Cree XML-U2 LED

4*18650
2000
LUMENS

1. 
2.

3.
4.
5.

4 lamps in 1, and dynamic cycling brightness adjustment.
Rotary brightness selector ring enables 4 brightness levels, SOS, Patrolling 

    and power indicator functions.
Car charging and AC charging at home are supported.
3 stainless steel guard protection for core components.
Removable grip handle, more comfortable to hold by hand.

1. 
2.

3.
4.
5.

3 lamps in 1, and dynamic cycling brightness adjustment.
Rotary brightness selector ring enables 4 brightness levels, SOS, Patrolling 

    and power indicator functions.
Car charging and AC charging at home are supported.
3 stainless steel guard protection for core components.
Removable grip handle, more comfortable to hold by hand.

1. 
2.
3.
4.

Switch & brightness adjusting button on the top, and lighting by the side.
Magnetic design at tail, easily stick to any iron.
Can be fixed on backpack, belt or pocket when lighting by solid stainless pocket clip.
Memorable infinite brightness adjustment between 5-260 lumens, define your personal brightness. 

Cree XP-G R5 LED
1*CR123

260
LUMENS

40h
90m

1900cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
260

LUMENS40h
70m

1100cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
180

LUMENS

a brand of JETBeam Ltd

Highend Flashlight Super Bright Searching Series

Highend Flashlight User-defined Brightness Series



HA30

1. 

2.

3.

Rotary brightness selector ring, 
     SOS<-(counter-clockwise) OFF (clockwise)->LOW->HIGH.

Power indicator: green means adequate power while red 
    means low power.

Powered by 3*AAA batteries, compact, light and powerful!

Cree XP-G2 LED
3*AAA

260
LUMENS

9h
80m

2822cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
260

LUMENS

HA30 is a full aluminum alloy outdoor headlamp processed with 
exquisite workmanship. Powered by constant current circuit 
with 3 AAA batteries and controlled by a magnet ring, it ensures 
you an easy-operating system. HA30 has 3 brightness levels and 
an SOS mode. The maximum output reaches 260 lumens while 
the minimum reaches 30 lumens. With its 1-9 hours runtime, 52g 
net weight and high durability, HA30 will be your reliable 
partner for hiking, camping, climbing, riding and fishing!

At-a-Glance

*Available in 2 colors: black or pink.

1000
lumensB30

4*18650

1200
lumensB20

4*18650

600
lumensB10

4*18650

Remote control with double buttons for 3 level outputs 
and a warning signal of giving way.

Features

Patented intelligent power  
indicator.

Fast mounted kit. Elastic battery pack for
4*18650. 

adjusting button
power switch

B20

2*CreeXML-U2 LED
4*18650

1200
LUMENS

35h
220m

7700cd

1m 2m

IPX-8
1200

LUMENS

B20 is a high-end bicycle light machined from aerospace aluminum 
with Type III hard-anodized finish, it's adopted two Cree XML-U2 
LED in one, and controlled by patented constant current drive 
circuit, along with power indicators and 4 level outputs. B20 can 
reach up to 1200 lumens and ensure 2-35 hours long runtime with 
4*18650 in battery pack, make your riding tour safer and more 
joyful!

Address: 1st Building, Dunbei Industrial Park, Dalang South Road, 
                      Longhua Town, Bao'an Area, Shenzhen, 518000 China 
Phone: 0755-28077748                     Fax: 0755- 28175738
Mail: info@jetbeamlight.com       Website: www.jetbeamlight.com

SHENZHEN JETBEAM ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

Professional for Mobile Lighting!

Headlamp

Bicycle Light
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